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CEFLI
What Happens In-House, Stays In-House:

Maintaining Attorney-Client
Privilege in the Corporate Setting

Ted Holt & Ashlee Riopka Elrod

The webinar will begin on, or shortly after, the top of the 
hour. You may not hear sound until the webinar begins.

If you would like to be added to CEFLI’s event 
interest list, please email: NancyPerez@CEFLI.org

mailto:NancyPerez@CEFLI.org
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2020 CEFLI Premier Partners
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2020 CEFLI Affiliate Members

Gold Level:

Silver Level:

Bronze Level:
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CEFLI Overview

1. CEFLI’s Antitrust Policy.

2. Webinar Recording.

3. Certificate of Attendance Template.

4. Questions.

5. Post Event Information.
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Introductions

Ted Holt
Chair, Insurance & Financial Services

205.254.1102
tholt@maynardcooper.com

Ashlee Riopka
Associate, Insurance & Financial Services
205.254.1194
ariopka@maynardcooper.com
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Attorney-Client Privilege: Players & Dealers

1. Privilege protects a communication,

2. made between privileged persons (attorney and client), 

3. in confidence, 

4. for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice or 
services for the client.
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Attorney-Client Privilege in the Corporate Context

Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981)

▸Hallmark case defining the applicability of attorney-
client privilege in the corporate context (applies in 
federal courts applying federal law).

▸Extends attorney-client privilege to communications 
between in-house counsel and rank-in-file employees if 
5-factor test is met.

5 Factor Test:
1. Made by employees to corporate counsel to secure legal advice
2. Employees were cooperating with corporate counsel at the direction 

of superiors
3. Communications concerned matters within employees’ scope of 

employment
4. The information was not available from upper-echelon management
5. Communications were considered confidential when made and kept 

confidential
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House Rules*

▸Most states have adopted the 5 factor 
test from Upjohn, 

▸AK, AR, HI, IL, ME, NH, SD, and VT 
still employ the “control group” test.
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Poll Question #1: 

Courts presume in-house attorneys are 
providing legal advice in their communications 
with internal corporate clients:

▸True
▸False
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MYTH #1
The privilege applies equally to 
outside and in-house counsel.
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Presumption of Privilege Not At Play in 
Corporate Counsel Context

▸Courts presume that corporation hired outside 
counsel to provide legal advice.

▸Courts do not exercise the same presumption 
with respect to in-house counsel. 
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Majority Rule: Primary/Dominant Purpose Standard

When a party seeks to apply the attorney-
client privilege to a communication involving 
in-house counsel, it must demonstrate that the 
primary or dominant purpose is to give or 
receive legal advice.
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Factors to Consider in Evaluating the Primary or 
Dominant Purpose of the Communication

I. the scope of the attorney’s duties; 

Is the attorney serving in a business / administrative capacity, or in a legal 
capacity?

Example: 
IHC who is negotiating a business deal or asked to provide financial advice 
relative to a business transaction may be considered to be acting in a 
business, rather than a legal, function (in which case not protected). (See 
Brookshire Brothers Holding, Inc. v. Total Containment, Inc., 2:04-CV-
1150 (W.D. La. March 30, 2006); TVT Records v. Island Def Jam Music, 
214 F.R.D. 143 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).
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Factors to Consider in Evaluating the Primary or 
Dominant Purpose of the Communication

I. the scope of the attorney’s duties; 

II. the purpose of the communication;

If the purpose of the communication is to further ordinary business 
activities, it is less likely to be privileged. 

Some examples include:
▸ Documents discussing cost information
▸ Communications regarding technical data
▸ Contract negotiations
▸ Lobbying efforts
▸ Is the attorney serving in a business / administrative capacity, or in a 

legal capacity?
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Factors to Consider in Evaluating the Primary or 
Dominant Purpose of the Communication

I. the scope of the attorney’s duties; 

II. the purpose of the communication;

III. the nature of the advice given; and 

IV. the context of the advice

In evaluating context a few things to consider include:

▸ Whether the communication would have occurred whether or not the attorney was 
copied (less likely to be priv).

▸ Whether the correspondence was addressed to a number of individuals, only one of 
whom is in-house counsel with limited involvement (less likely to be priv).

▸ Whether the correspondence was segregated from other, non-privileged 
correspondence/documents (more likely to be priv).
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Poll Question #2: 

All corporate employees can have privileged 
communications with in-house counsel:

▸True
▸False
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MYTH #2
All corporate employees can 

have privileged communications 
with in-house counsel.
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Are communications with former
employees privileged?*

▸Supreme Court declined to decide this issue in 
Upjohn.

▸Most post-Upjohn decisions have extended the 
privilege’s protection to former employees without 
much discussion.

▸Privilege limited to communications about the 
former employee’s past corporate responsibilities.
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Poll Question #3: 

Including in-house lawyers in corporate 
communications creates a privilege:

▸True
▸False
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MYTH #3
Including in-house lawyers in the 
conversation creates a privilege.
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Know when to hold ‘em.  Know when to fold ‘em. 
(Hypothetical No. 1)

Company received a cease and desist letter from 
Competitor.  

Business unit gathers relevant documents for counsel and labels them 
“Confidential: Attorney-Client Privileged Communication.”  

Business unit also prepares a timeline of relevant events. 

Business unit emails in-house counsel, providing background 
information, requesting a call to discuss, and attaching: 

(1) letter from the Competitor; 
(2) the relevant documents; and 
(3) the timeline.  
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Losing Streak (Hypothetical No. 2)

Policyholder/customer calls insurer’s customer service
department, and asks whether the company would extend the
grace period for paying premiums due to the financial impact of
COVID-19.

Customer service relays question to policy admin. department which begins 
investigating the issue, gathering relevant information, and communicating with 
non-lawyer executives to obtain feedback on the issue.

Policy admin. department e-mails IHC requesting that she provide an opinion as to 
the legal implications of extending grace periods because of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
All of the investigative materials/internal communications regarding the issue are 
attached to the e-mail in a zip file for IHC’s review and reference.

IHC prepares a memo. analyzing the issue, then e-mails policy admin., attaching a 
copy of the memo. 
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Where Privilege Does Not Apply

▸The fact of consultation
▸Just because a lawyer is in the room
▸Underlying facts shared with an attorney
▸Documents provided to an attorney
▸Correspondence with copies to an attorney
▸Communication in the presence of a third-party
▸Drafts of letters or other documents to be

submitted to third-parties*
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Poll Question #4: 

Non-lawyers should offer their opinions on 
legal issues to help facilitate outcomes when 
consulting with in-house counsel:

▸Yes
▸No
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Golden Nuggets for Non-Lawyers in
Preserving Attorney-Client Privilege

▸The Careful Communication Test
▸Be precise and concise in written communications;
▸Avoid making conclusory statements or drawing legal conclusions, categorical 

statements, restating and misstating legal advice, or drawing connections or 
parallels to other matters;

▸The Careless Test
▸Avoid overuse of “privileged” when marking documents . . . Especially when 

documents contain no communications that would be protected by privilege;

▸The Need to Know Test
▸Limit recipients to only those who need to know. 

▸The Press Test
▸ “How will communication be interpreted by a court or the media?”
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QUESTIONS?
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A Team On and At Your Side
P R I M A R Y  C O N T A C T S

Ted Holt
Chair, Insurance & Financial Services

205.254.1102
tholt@maynardcooper.com

Ashlee Riopka
Associate, Insurance & Financial Services

205.254.1194
ariopka@maynardcooper.com
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CEFLI Reminders: 

• Post Webinar Survey:  
• Please complete the post webinar survey– we value your feedback!

• Certificate of Attendance:  

• If you attended the live version of this presentation and you would like to receive a Certificate of 
Attendance template (and the materials) for your use in submitting for CLE or CE credit, please 
email: NancyPerez@CEFLI.org Attorneys practicing in the states of NC, NJ and NY may find that the 
presentation were previously approved (by the CEU Institute, in late 2019/early 2020) for CLE credit in such 
states.  Maynard Cooper & Gale is also in the process of filing the presentation for CLE in AL. 

• Upcoming CEFLI Events:  

• CEFLI Joint Educational Webinar with CEFLI Affiliate Member Locke Lord on the topic of Market Conduct, 
post COVID-19.  The event will take place on Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 1:00 p.m. EDT. Registration 
will open on Wednesday, November 4th. 

• Compliance Fundamentals Training Conference (CFTC):  Virtual Format.  November 19-20, 2020.  
Registration information can be found on CEFLI.org.  The registration fee is waived for CEFLI Members.

mailto:NancyPerez@CEFLI.org
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Thank You For Joining Us!
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